
Objectives: To explore the changes in hostility bias after Social-
MIND® in a sample of people with SSD.
Methods: SocialMIND® is a mindfulness-based social cognition 
training delivered over 9 months, the first two including 8 weekly 
sessions. 46 patients were included: 25 subjects completed a feasi-
bility trial (Mediavilla et al., 2019a) while 21 subjects are currently 
enrolled in a Randomized Controlled Trial (Mediavilla et al., 
2019b). Assessment included the Ambiguous Intentions Hostility 
Questionnaire (AIHQ).
Results: 46 participants completed weekly sessions and assessment. 
Participants showed a significant improvement in hostility bias as 
measured by the AIHQ (p=0,018, d=0,38).
Conclusions: SocialMIND® is among the few social cognition 
trainings to achieve an improvement in hostility bias in people 
with psychosis (Roberts et al., 2014). Given the role of social 
cognition in SSD as predictor and mediator of social functioning 
(Galderisi et al., 2018), future research lines should delve deeper 
into the action mechanisms and key active ingredients of social 
cognition trainings for people with psychosis.
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Introduction: Individuals at risk for psychotic onset present facial 
and hand motor abnormalities, which have been reported to be risk 
factors and predictors of psychotic onset. Aberrant cerebellum may 
play a pivotal role in explaining the existence of motor abnormal-
ities in at-risk individuals. Transcranial direct current stimulation 
(tDCS) on cerebellum is promising for improving motor function 
and further contributing to early intervention to defer or even 
prevent psychotic onset in the at-risk population.
Objectives: This study was to examine if tDCS on cerebellum 
improved facial and hand motor function in individuals at risk 
for psychotic onset.
Methods: Six right-handed at-risk individuals were randomly 
assigned to receive real 2mA tDCS (n=3) or sham tDCS (n=3) for 
8 sessions (twice per week, 20 minutes per session). An anode was 
placed on cerebellum (1–2 cm below the inion); a cathode was 
placed on the right deltoid in at-risk individuals. Motion analysis 
was used to measure normalized movement time (nMT), reflecting 
movement speed, and the normalized number of movement units 
(nNMU), reflecting movement smoothness, for the right face and 
the right hand of participants.
Results: Both groups were matched at pretest. At posttest, tDCS 
showed medium-to-large effect size d on nMT (face: 0.73; hand: 
0.63) and nNMU (face: 0.74; hand: 0.45).
Conclusions: The pilot data show a high potential of tDCS on 
cerebellum to improve facial and hand motor function in at-risk 
individuals, which is beneficial to early prevention of psychotic 
onset. Future research with a larger sample size is warranted.
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